UK HEALTHCARE ELEVATORS

HEALTH SERVICES BUILDING

1 Geared Traction passenger elevator
Elevator #13029 Certificate #15376
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Geared Traction passenger elevator
Elevator #13030 Certificate #15377
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Geared Traction passenger elevator
Elevator #13031 Certificate #15378
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

BEN F. ROACH FACILITY

Elevator #1 M2545 Certificate #6369
1 Passenger Elevator (Atrium #6369)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Elevator #2 M2546 Certificate #6367
1 Passenger Elevator (#6367)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Elevator #1 M2547 Certificate #6368
1 Passenger Elevator (#6368)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Roach MATOT Dumbwaiter – 2 Stop
Control #
Certificate #

X-Ray Small Dumbwaiter
Control #9380
Certificate #13317

MEDICAL PLAZA

1 Passenger Elevator #1 M-2538 Certificate #5999
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections
1 Passenger Elevator #2 M-2539 Certificate #6000
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #3 M-2540 Certificate #6001
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #4M-2541 Certificate #6002
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #5 M-2542 Certificate #6003
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

HOSPITAL/KITCHEN

Dumbwaiter/Kitchen M2528 Certificate #10654
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

HOSPITAL

1 Passenger PCA #11 M2526 Certificate #11527
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Murphy Dumbwaiter X-Ray M2532 Certificate #10656
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

MEDICAL SCIENCE DENTAL

1 Cedar Montgomery Freight Medical Science #1
M2533, Certificate #2221
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Cedar Rotary Hydraulic Library #5
M2534, Certificate #2225
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Energy Dumbwaiter Dental
M2537 Certificate #2227A
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections
1 Dental Passenger Elevator
#1 Passenger M2535, Certificate #2226
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Dental Passenger Elevator
#2 Passenger M2536, Certificate #2227
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

COMBS BUILDING

1 Passenger hydraulic Elevator #1
M2549, Certificate #10352
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Freight hydraulic Elevator #2
M2550 Certificate #10351
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

KENTUCKY CLINIC

1 Passenger Elevator #10 M-2398 Certificate #12958
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #9 M-2397 Certificate #12959
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #7 M-2485 Certificate #11743
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #8 M-2486 Certificate #11744
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #6 M-2484 Certificate #11745
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Dumbwaiter M2487, Certificate #11798
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections
CHILDRENS HOSPITAL

1 Passenger Elevator #16 Hydraulic Elevator
4500 LB. Capacity M9513, Certificate #13250
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

BIOLOGICAL PHARMACEUTICAL COMPLEX BUILDING

#1 Geared Traction Freight Elevator
Certificate #20371
Control #21668
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

#2 Geared Traction Passenger Elevator
Certificate #20369
Control #21669
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

#1 Geared Traction Passenger Elevator
Certificate #20370
Control #21670
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

HSRB

#1 Passenger Elevator
Certificate #9997
Control #12422
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

#2 Passenger Elevator
Certificate #9998
Control #12423
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

#3 Passenger Elevator
Certificate #9996
Control #12982
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

HOSPITAL PHARMACY CENTRAL SUPPLY

Energy Dumbwaiter
Certificate #5079  
Control #2554  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Mandatory Monthly inspections

Energy Dumbwaiter  
Certificate #5080  
Control #2555  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Mandatory Monthly inspections

THE MULTI-DISCIPLINARY SCIENCE BUILDING

Elevator #1 Front  
1 Passenger Elevator Certificate #006426  
Control #2517  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections

Elevator #2 Front  
1 Passenger Elevator Certificate #006427  
Control #2518  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections

Elevator #3 Front  
1 Passenger Elevator Certificate #006425  
Control #2519  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections

MRISC BUILDING

1 Passenger Elevator Certificate #4044  
Control #11533  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections

NURSING BUILDING

1 Passenger Elevator Certificate #5039  
Control #2512  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator Certificate #5040  
Control #2513  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections
1 Passenger Elevator Certificate #5041
Control #2514
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Freight Elevator Certificate #5042
Control #2515
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Bridge Elevator Certificate #504
Control #2516
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

SANDERS/BROWN BUILDING

1 Passenger Elevator Certificate #5326
Control #2511
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator Certificate #13936
Control #8591
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

UK GIL HEART INSTITUTE

1 Geared Traction Passenger Elevator #17
Control #14993
Certificate #15442
Full Maintenance without overtime callback
Monthly inspections

1 Geared Traction Passenger Elevator #18
Control #14994
Certificate #15446
Full Maintenance without overtime callback
Monthly inspections

1 Geared Traction Passenger Elevator #19
Control #14995
Certificate #15444
Full Maintenance without overtime callback
Monthly inspections

1 Geared Traction Passenger Elevator #20
Control #14996
Certificate #15443
Full Maintenance without overtime callback
Monthly inspections
1 Geared Traction Passenger Elevator #21
Control #14997
Certificate #15451
Full Maintenance without overtime callback
Monthly inspections

1 Geared Traction Passenger Elevator #22
Control #14998
Certificate #15445
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Dumbwaiter #23
Control #15093
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Dumbwaiter #24
Control #15094
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

WOMENS CARE FACILITY

1 Passenger Elevator
Model #EP15040 #2
Control #13000
Certificate #15440
WCF RM 74
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Freight Elevator
Model #EB8021 #3
Control #12929
Certificate #15441
WCT RM 60
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

MEDICAL SCIENCE BUILDING

1 Passenger Elevator #2
Control #2551
Certificate #2222
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #3
Control #2552  
Certificate #2223  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections  

1 Passenger Elevator #4  
Control #2553  
Certificate #2224  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections  

CCC ELEVATORS  

1 Passenger Elevator #12  
Control #2522  
Certificate #011027  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections  

1 Passenger Elevator #13  
Control #2523  
Certificate #01129  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections  

1 Passenger Elevator #14  
Control #2524  
Certificate #011031  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections  

1 Passenger Elevator #15  
Control #2525  
Certificate #011028  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Monthly inspections  

PAV-A  

1 Visitor/Glass Elevator #25  
Ground Floor, 1st Floor only (N. Lobby)  
Elevator Machine Room Gil  
Control #  
Certificate #  
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks  
Bi-Weekly inspections  

1 Patient Elevator #26  
North East Corner, 2 bank LT (code blue)  
Machine Room A07298B  
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Bi-Weekly inspections

1 Patient Elevator #27
North East Corner, 2 bank RT
Machine Room A07298B
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Bi-Weekly inspections

1 Materials Elevator #28
Dock East 2 bk.
Machine Room A0B019
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Materials Elevator #29
Dock East 2 bk.
Machine Room A0B019
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Service Elevator #35
Machine Room A14004
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Service Elevator #36
Basement, Ground, 1, 6 & 7
Machine Room A14004
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Service Elevator #37
Basement, Ground, 1, 6 & 7
Machine Room A14004
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Visitors Elevator #39
(A00019 Corridor) LT 3 bk
Machine Room A14002
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Bi-Weekly inspections

1 Visitors Elevator #40
(A00019 Corridor) CT 3 bk
Machine Room A14002
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Bi-Weekly inspections

1 Visitors Elevator #41
(A00019 Corridor) RT 3 bk
Machine Room A14002
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Bi-Weekly inspections

1 Patient Elevator #45
(A00022 Corridor East LT 2 bk
Machine Room A16001
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Bi-Weekly inspections

1 Patient Elevator #46
(A00022 Corridor East RT 2 bk
Machine Room A16001
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Bi-Weekly inspections

1 Patient Large Elevator #48
(A00022 Corridor West) LT 2 bk
Machine Room A16001
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Bi-Weekly inspections

1 Staff Elevator #50
(A00020 Corridor Ctr 3 bk
Machine Room A14003
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Staff Elevator #51
(A00019 Corridor RT 3 bk
Machine Room A14003
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Visitor Bridge Elevator #55
(Northwest Corner, 1 car
Machine Room A0B040
Control #
Certificate #
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Bi-Weekly inspections

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL

Elevator #5 1 passenger
Elevator E
Equipment Control #G4718
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Elevator #6 1 passenger
Elevator F
Equipment Control #G4719
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Elevator #7 1 passenger
Elevator G
Equipment Control #G4720
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Elevator #8 1 passenger
Elevator H
Equipment Control #G4721
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

GOOD SAMARITAN MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING

Elevator #1 1 passenger hydraulic
Elevator SMP (MOB)
Equipment Control #G4712
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Elevator #2 1 passenger
Elevator 2 SMP (MOB)
Equipment Control #G4713
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

GOOD SAMARITAN 83 BUILDING

Elevator #J  Freight (Materials Dock)
Equipment Control #G5127
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

GOOD SAMARITAN TRASH DOCK FREIGHT

Elevator #1 hydraulic freight
Elevator K Freight (Dietary/Trash Dock)
Equipment Control #G5128
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL

Elevator #1
Elevator A
Equipment Control #G4714
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Elevator #2
Elevator B
Equipment Control #G4715
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Elevator #3
Elevator C
Equipment Control #G4716
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Elevator #4
Elevator D
Equipment Control #G4717
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL PARKING GARAGE

Elevator #1 Passenger
Equipment Control #G4711
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

PAV-A

#31 Cart Elevator SE, A00620 LT
Elevator Machine Room A01039
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

#32 Cart Elevator SE, A00620 RT
Elevator Machine Room A01039
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

#33 Cart Elevator SE, A00400 CORR, LT
Elevator Machine Room A01034
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

#34 Cart Elevator SE, A00400 CORR, RT
Elevator Machine Room A01034
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Hospital Elevators

Elevator #1
1 Passenger Elevator Cert#13985 (Control #2500)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly Inspections

Elevator #2
1 Passenger Elevator Cert #13986 (Control #2501)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly Inspections

Elevator #3
1 Passenger Elevator Cert # 13987 (Control #2502)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly Inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #4 Cert # 13988 (Control #2503)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #5 Cert # 14352 (Control # 2527)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #6 Cert # 13989 (Control #2504)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #7 Cert # 13990 (Control #2505)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Hospital Elevators

1 Passenger Elevator #8 Cert # 14332 (Control #2506)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #9 Cert # 13991 (Control #2507)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 Passenger Elevator #10 Cert # 13992 (Control #2508)
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Eastern State Hospital

11 Elevators

Monthly inspections per month

BBSRB

1 traction passenger elevator #1 Certificate No. 16761
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 traction passenger elevator #3, Certificate No. 16762
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 traction passenger elevator #4, Certificate No. 16763
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 hydraulic passenger elevator #5, Certificate No. 16760
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections
Student Health Facility

1 hydraulic passenger elevator #1 Certificate #19362
Serial #EW7519
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 hydraulic passenger elevator #2, Certificate #19364
Serial #EW7520
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 geared traction passenger elevator #3, Certificate #19361
Serial #EW7518
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

Parking Structure #8

1 MCE Geared traction Passenger Elevator #1
Certificate #19208, Control #20112
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections

1 MCE Geared traction Passenger Elevator #2
Certificate #19209, Control #20113
Full Maintenance without overtime callbacks
Monthly inspections